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About This Game

Within a galaxy of terraformed planets, a secret war rages between two intergalactic agencies. One of them—ARCHON—is
developing the technology to invade people’s minds. They have already tyrannized a planet called Teballai, and hope to use their

mind-reading technology to spread their power across the galaxy. A second organization—FOE (Freedom Organization of
Elites)—wants to destroy ARCHON’s technology in the name of freedom. When a young FOE soldier (you choose the gender)

named Blaire obtains the ability to read minds from an ARCHON experiment, she finds her loyalty torn between both sides.
Whether Blaire helps the enemy or defeats them depends upon your use of her power.

One of the hallmarks of the traditional visual novel is a branching story line. This is typically accomplished via choices forced
on the player. In some of the most complex visual novels, there are dozens of these choices and multiple endings. I call Quantum
Conscience "experimental" because it seeks to do away with these choices. Outside of the very first few minutes of the game, in

which the player chooses to be a male or female protagonist and answers some questions about their background, there are no
forced choices. Rather, the player character--a soldier in the far-flung future--is given the power to, at any time, read the minds

of the other characters.

How often Blaire, your protagonist, uses this power is entirely up to the player. Starting from the middle of chapter one, it is
almost always available, and the only way the player interacts with the story. The consequences of the knowledge Blaire gains

(or doesn't) changes how Blaire acts and how other characters react to Blaire.
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Absolute CRAP and not worth another word. While playing this game, I'm both ashamed and pleased to say I uttered the phrase
"I'm a mother******* sorcerer!" more than once. For a free experience, this is well worth it for any fan of fantasy and wizards
in particular.

Even after experiencing all that I thought it had to offer, I found another little "extra" the other day. Throwing fireballs and
flinging objects around the room hasn't gotten old yet.. I've played this with a friend last night (on his account) and decided to
get the game.

Normally, I can't stand puzzle games, but we had a good fun for about five hours, which I think is reasonable at this price point.
Afterwards, I bought it for myself. You never know when somebody might stop by spontaneously and you want to have
something to play together. This is ideal for that sort of situation.

Whether you like puzzles or not, this is an enjoyable experience with friends, and if\/when you really want to beat a level, you
can play on your own just as well.. This is a nice remasted version of the original!. My goodness, this is an awful game.

I see what they are trying to do, I really do. Meridian: New World is trying to be a throwback to the good old days of Westwood
and Command and Conquer, and has many good ideas along the way, but it fails on too many levels to be anything but a waste
of money. Poor controls, optimization, visuals, voice acting, and a general feeling of shabbiness ruin what may have, at one
time, had the potential for an interesting experience.

There is the germ of good ideas here; you can customize the loadouts of individual units upon construction, which is always
neat, and the story is attempting to be that rarest of beasts, a character-driven RTS. You, the player, have a branching tech tree
that allows you to perfom actions like healing individual units, disable enemy vehicles, that sort of thing. The problem is, like so
many games of a more indie persuasion, the good ideas fail to live up to their potential.

The customizable loadouts are a good idea, but it's done when you start building your units, meaning that by the time it's done,
you may have wanted something different...but too bad! You'll need to build a new one. Compare Dawn of War, which had a
fantastic loadout system.
The story is uninteresting, poorly translated into english, and with pretty awful voice acting. Normally I wouldn't mind this, but
they are clearly trying to use branching, bioware style conversation trees and characterization to drive the plot. Bad voice acting
undermines this goal.
The controls are slow and stiff, with painfully snail-like camera panning, and the ugly, impractical UI doesn't help. In a good
RTS, your units feel alive, and responsive, and you are able to control them with precision and skill. Here, I feel lucky when
they are even able to move where I want them to go. And if I wanted to change the controls to fit my needs, I have exactly two
options to customize controls; mouse sensitivity and a toggle for "camera panning," a mysterious button with no discenerable
effect on gameplay.

The players ability tree works well though. Kudos for that, though it was at first a little unclear how the energy bar that powers
your abilities works. Unfortunately, there is only one faction (something the original Command and Conquer was able to
overcome), and so the tech tree is the only source of variety you're going to get.

Moving on, the game is ugly an poorly optimized. It chugged more than games that look far better than this does, and crashes
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frequently. I know this is part of the early access package, but you have to keep it together if you want players to stick with it
until the final release.

Finally, on a less easily described note, the game just feels...shabby. Other early access games have been able to have a feeling
of beauty and vibrancy from the very beginning, but this game feels broken on a more fundamental level.

Taken as a whole, Meridian: New World is, quite, quite awful. It is the product of one man's vision, and where for some games
that means a new experience, here it is clearly the work of someone in way over their head, trying to match the work of those
who are far more skilled. It would take a truly gargantuan effort to make this game worth playing at its final release date, and I
just can't see it happening. Take this game as an example of Steam's famously lax quality control. Or better still, don't take the
game, and go play your favorite good RTS instead.. Great single player story, and I loved the Zombies mode, but I wasn\u2019t
too keen on the multiplayer side of the game.. New cars, new maps, new power ups, new announcer and new game modes. They
all integrate nicely into the single player campaign, this is well worth getting in addition to the base game.. A very pretty route, it
has some faults including incorrect speed markers. As you approach Gloggnitz yard near the end of Morning Haul scenario there
is a 100 kmh speed limit shown, this is in fact only 60 kmh. There are a few more and they should have been caught during a
QC check, but like so many others the faults are released with the route, as a sort of surprise let down.
Another quirk of this scenario is as you are starting out, there is a passenger walking to the left of you, you won't overtake him
until you are doing over 15 kmh, he doesn't need a train at the speed he's moving at.
Its saving grace is that it is very pretty.
No advanced signalling, scenarios are a bit blah, no variety in engines, limited rolling stock seen, overall a bit bland, but as I say
its saving grace is that is very pretty.

Pick a train in quick drive, a nice sunny day or snow and have a ramble, it's good for that.. For the price, very well worth it. It is
easy to learn controls, very good for the youngsters.

For older people, use difficulty normal or hard, and it becomes a 'lil strategic.
Options to upgrade your cells, heaps of levels, and a DLC for only 2$ which adds another 52 levels!

The frist 13 hours are what it took to complete the game. Extra hours are from replayability :)

7.3/10

-cons:
Needs more variety in cell structures / choice of colour
Some of the harder levels are placed mid-game instead of near the end....
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CRAP DON'T WASTE YOUR MONEY. Horrid and clunky interface, pretentious and self-indulgent storyline.. A few hours
into the game and leaving a quick review. In many ways, this game is not a traditional point and click game. The game leans
heavily on the Darkhorse comic stories, and this is a must-buy for fans of comic book narratives. The story is solid, and there
are many narrative challenges, where the player must pick the right questions for interrogations. Additionally, the hand-drawn
animations and incredibly detailed backgrounds are excellent. Obviously there were some veteran artists involved here.

The game is less impressive in some other areas... that's painful with the game's above-average price tag. The voice narration is
just forgetable, there are some unconventional puzzles and game interfaces, and some of the point and click gameplay feels
downright uninspired. I wish they had developed the game world a bit more, to make me appreciate these graphic novel
characters.

All in all, I would recommend this game for fan of graphical novels, because it does deliver an interesting story. There are some
very great graphical flourishes, too. But it lacked the elements of a good point and click game. So, this is one where you might
be waiting for a steam sale, unless you are already a fan of the comic style.

Played this on an Ubuntu Linux 18.10 system, with radeon mesa drivers. This game uses the Godot Game Engine, and I had no
technical problems with this game, even on a very old computer.. LOOOVE IT <3. Pulpy, cheap, old-school, Half-Life/Deus Ex
hybrid. Avoid unless u timetravelled to 2004 and that's the only game available.. simple single & co op game to kill some time
with. I really enjoyed this game. If your interested in text based game with zombies, give it a go.

Btw there's a sequel in the works. It's currently in open beta. Check it out !!!. I love this game! I actually haven't come across
any bad glitches. The music is relaxing, and the gameplay is fun\/challenging.
Not to mention the cubs are super cute and it's easy to get attached to them.

TIPS:
-Don't leave prey at the den. It may seem really efficient, but it'll just attract eagles and other unwanted predators.
-Before you go and mark trees\/hunt, feed your cubs. You might get caught up fighting off predators or hunters, which takes
time. By the time you come back, your cubs could be starving.
-Fight off rival females as soon as they come close. Even if they don't look close to the den, while you're out hunting, they could
get to your cubs before you do.
-Character upgrades are important. Without them, it'll take longer to kill predators. (Example: two eagles are attacking you.
While you slowly fight one of them, the other eagle kills a cub.)
-Crouching to hunt is pretty much useless. It's faster to just chase the prey.
-Keep prey piles a little while away from the den. This way, you can always have prey to give your cubs. Refill it when it gets
low.
-Stay in target mode at all times. It'll alert you when predators\/prey are near.
-Moose are scary. Stay away from moose. (RIP Fern and Pine... ;-;)

My remaining cub, Stone, forever hates moose for killing his siblings. xD

Anyways, this game is worth the $14.99! I recommend it.. Very beautiful and relaxing game.. So lets talk about these negative
reviews. games been out for less than 24 hours and you have every other crybaby review going on about balance. As if complete
noobs, first day in the game, could have an expert opinion on the games balance.

Others compare the game to the original DeathGarden and complain about how too much was changed...the game that flopped
on launch. Yeah, of course the changed as much as they could....so people would play it this time.

So what is the state of the game?
Balance is actually pretty solid, however the Hunter has a steeper learning curve. But with that learning curve comes depth, the
Hunter has to employ strong long term strategy on top of strong short term plays. Scavenger and Hunter are both extremely fun
to play, and both sides are very capable of making plays. Gameplay is very fast pace with players ALWAYS striving to do
something.

Frustrating and boring game mechanics like hooks have all been removed. Match making is so fast that if you die early you are
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in another game almost instantly. if you are with a group and cant leave, you can spectate. Unlike other games, the spectate
option is quite entertaining as DeathGarden is legit just fun to watch.

The relaunch IMO has been well executed and is a smashing success.
If you want to see some noobish but fun game play check out my stream - self plug go! www.twitch.tv\/dusktheviking
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